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Motivation to use Quantum Sensors
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Science Drivers and Energy Scale

Great for probing
sub-eV energy scale!

Recommendation: CMB, DM



Comprehensive Quantum Frontier program 
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Facility
and 

Infrastructure

Simulation Novel 
Materials

Figure modified from
Quantum Sensors for HEP

arXiv:2311.01930

• National Quantum Initiative
Quantum Science Centers

• DOE QuantiSED
• No Quantum Frontier yet
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Quantum and Superconducting sensors

Quantum Sensor (broader definition): any new quantum device or technique that has the potential to achieve 

greater reach towards beyond-the-standard-model physics than that achievable through conventional 

techniques traditionally used in HEP. → Not just superposition and entanglement based 

→ RDC8 is quantum and superconducting detectors
→ Nov 7-11 annual CPAD workshop in SLAC, CA, USA

GOALS:

→ Provide a roadmap for US Detector R&D program
→ Coordinate efforts for funding opportunities

Coordinate with European effort to avoid redundancy

Coordinating Panel for Advanced Detectors (CPAD) 

Quantum Sensors for HEP
arXiv:2311.01930



1. Pairbreaking sensors:
Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors, Transition Edge 

Sensors, Superconducting Nanowire Single-Photon-Detectors, 

Quantum Capacitance Detectors, Superconducting Qubits….

Quantum and Superconducting sensors

Principle of Operation
Resistance, 

Quantum Capacitance, 
Coherence,

Kinetic Inductance

Due to Cooper-pair breaking Enabling Quantum Technology
Standard Quantum Noise evasion

Qubits

SNSPDs

QCDs

TESesPics: JPL, FNAL, BRN

Advantage
Single photon counting with lowest 

dark rate, 
Low energy single-excitation sensing, 

High quantum efficiency

SQL: Similar to ∆𝑥∆𝑝 ≥ ℏ/2
phase and amplitude 

48 mK (hω/kB @1GHz)



Hidden photon Dark Matter search with qubits

Hidden photon world limits set by qubits in 8 s integration time

U Chicago/FNAL

Qubit + 3D cavity – qubit excited state probability
due to presence of a DM signal photon
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mixed state
g ~ d.E:
Δ: ωq-ωc

g2/Δ: Stark shift

qubitCavity
Harmonic
Oscillator

two level system 

Hidden Markov model to reduce 
noise to 16 dB below SQL
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2. Coherent wave sensors: 
Josephson Parametric Amplifiers, 

Travelling Wave PA, Squeezed state 

receivers, Microwave to optical 

transducers, Superconducting RF 

cavities, RF quantum upconverters..

Quantum and Superconducting sensors

Josephson Parametric Amplifier

dc SQUID

Enabling Quantum Technology
Standard Quantum Limit,

Squeezing and backaction evasion 
extends to kHz to 100s of THz DM

SRF cavityMW to Optical transducer

Advantage
low noise readout,

Potential for DM searches with 
magnetic field and high Q cavity,

Principle of Operation
Parametric amplification, 

High Q resonance cavities/resonators, 
kHz-MHz to GHz and GHz to THz 

up-conversion,



Axion search with Squeezed state receiver 
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HAYSTAC Phase IIb

x2 Scan Speed
4 dB Squeezing

receiver

Squeezing achieved

unsqueezed noise, JPA squeezed, axion signal, JPA amplification



3. AMO, clocks, interferometry, NMR, 
Optomechanical sensors: neutral atoms, 
trapped ions, magnetometers, spin 
precession, optomechanical devices, 
entangled probes…
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Quantum and Superconducting sensors

Advantage
Noise suppression,

High sensitivity,
Long distance quantum coherence,

Long wavelength radiation detection,
Directional resolution of astronomical 

objects,

Principle of Operation
Atomic energy level shifts,

Strain, acceleration, 
Entanglement induced 

correlation in quantum states,

Enabling Quantum Technology
Better precision due to entanglement 

1/N vs. 1/√N
(Heisenberg’s limit),

Squeezing, backaction evasion

Fig: Quantum Sensors for HEP

ARIADNE



Demonstrated sensitivity and capabilities
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Trapped e- Dark Photon search at 148 GHz

→ FNAL, Argonne, Caltech, Northwestern 
→ High fidelity quantum teleportation achieved

between multiple nodes (50 km) at Argonne
and Fermilab (2022) using entangled photons

→ Picosecond level entanglement distribution 
and clock synchronization between two 
nodes. 

→ Quantum networking over metropolitan 
distances

Towards a metropolitan scale quantum network

Teleportation of entanglement: entanglement swapping 

Illinois Express Quantum Network (IEQNET)



4. Novel materials, Theory and Simulation: 
Quantum and metamaterials, Low 
bandgap materials (Dirac, Weyl, 
Sapphire), High Tc materials, spin liquids, 
NV centers, topological insulators etc.
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Quantum and Superconducting sensors

phonon simulation in a 

6-qubit silicon chip 
(G4CMP)

Y 
 (

cm
 )

X (cm )
Sapphire Phonon caustic measurement vs. simulation

Quantum spin liquid

Advantage
Quasiparticles boast quantum 

behaviors,
Harness topological states for surface 

properties,
Low threshold excitations

Host
exotic quasiparticles 

(magnons, spinons, phonons),
and surface properties

Enabling Quantum Technology
coherence, entanglement, 

quantum transport, 
Novel quantum mechanical state

Non-abelian exchange stat.

Fig: BRN Quantum materials, IIT/FNAL
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HEP and Quantum Synergy
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Cosmic muon and 
terrestrial gamma 

impacts
Qubits -> correlated 

error in quantum 
computers

Can we use low 
background setup

to study this?

unexplained 
background (excess 

quasiparticles) 
observed in 

superconducting 
devices

HEP and Quantum Synergy



Conclusion

• Broad application in HEP

• Need a base program in QIS– especially relevant for Early Career 

• Coordinated effort in Detector R&D ongoing

• Great potential to advance HEP
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THE END
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Supplementary Slides
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Signal and noise rate
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DFSZ, 0.45 GeV/cc, B=14T, C=1/2, Q=5x104@1GHz, V=13𝜆3, crit.coup 

Assumes 

axion 

detection 

bandwidth 
∆f ~ MHz

N QND 

measurements 

dark rate =  

(10-2)N ∆f

Sensitivity 

limited only by 

signal photon 

shot noise.

Aaron Chou
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Axion production

Fig 1:J. Ellis et al; arxiv:1201.6045v1 

• Global symmetry broken at scale fa

-- axion produced through misalignment 
mechanism

-- during QCD phase transition, trough
tilted by ΛQCD

4

• PE ~ΛQCD
4 released, makes up dark matter

-- oscillation of the QCD θ angle about 
its minimum--vacuum energy to axions

• QCD axion mass ma~ΛQCD
2/fa

~ (200 MeV)2/fa

--- fa unknown
GHz frequencies at fa~ 1013 GeV scale
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PE ~ΛQCD
4



Axion searches overview

Graham, et. al (2016)
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Quantum amplifiers

JPA

Josephson Parametric

Amplifier
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dc SQUID

Why quantum amps.?

Intrinsically low noise (superconducting 

technology) 

 low resistance elements

 low thermal dissipation

 Add very low added noise during

amplification

=> Tunable in frequency

Only limited by Quantum Noise

wpump

wsignal

widler

wpump

wsignal

JPA
⍵ modulated  
through non-linear
Inductor LJ

▪ Energy transfer from pump to
two normal modes of swing



What’s causing these dark counts?

Eliminated cosmic muon and radioactive background
from suspects since qp poisoning suppressed over
longer ~ a week cooldown period

Used similar device to charge parity device like QCD

Microfractures due to GE Varnish and mounting
glue on Si substrate causing phonon bursts breaking
cooper pair -> qp poisioning
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What is a qubit?

App. Phys. Rev., 6, 2, 10.1063 (2019). 

Quadratic energy potential of QHO 
reshaped by Josephson Inductance 

to sinusoidal potential

--Superconducting Transmon and its variants can be utilized for Dark Matter detection through several 
mechanisms of coupling

Josephson
Junction

two level system EJ ≫ EC   

Ec= e2/2C  charging energy
EJ = IcΦ0/2π  Josephson energy
where Φ0 = h/2e magnetic flux quantum

Non-linear
dissipation less
circuit element

resonator

Josephson
junction

Qubit and resonator
circuit on a Si
substrate
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Excess quasiparticle density
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